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The practice of enterprise application development has benefited from the emergence of many new
enabling technologies. Multi-tiered object-oriented platforms, such as Java and .NET, have become
commonplace. These new tools and technologies are capable of building powerful applications, but
they are not easily implemented. Common failures in enterprise applications often occur because
their developers do not understand the architectural lessons that experienced object developers
have learned. Â

Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture is written in direct response to the

stiff challenges that face enterprise application developers. The author, noted object-oriented
designer Martin Fowler, noticed that despite changes in technology--from Smalltalk to CORBA to
Java to .NET--the same basic design ideas can be adapted and applied to solve common problems.
With the help of an expert group of contributors, Martin distills over forty recurring solutions into
patterns. The result is an indispensable handbook of solutions that are applicable to any enterprise
application platform. Â This book is actually two books in one. The first section is a short tutorial on
developing enterprise applications, which you can read from start to finish to understand the scope
of the book&#39;s lessons. The next section, the bulk of the book, is a detailed reference to the
patterns themselves. Each pattern provides usage and implementation information, as well as
detailed code examples in Java or C#. The entire book is also richly illustrated with UML diagrams
to further explain the concepts. Armed with this book, you will have the knowledge necessary to
make important architectural decisions about building an enterprise application and the proven
patterns for use when building them. Â The topics covered include Â·Â Dividing an enterprise
application into layers Â·Â The major approaches to organizing business logic Â·Â An in-depth
treatment of mapping between objects and relational databases Â·Â Using Model-View-Controller
to organize a Web presentation Â·Â Handling concurrency for data that spans multiple transactions
Â·Â Designing distributed object interfaces
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This is the best book I've found on J2EE and .Net patterns. I think it's destined to become a classic.
I found the discussions on when to distrbute ('sell your favorite grandmother first'), Unit Of Work,
Domain Model and Data Mapper patterns extremely useful. It has changed the way I think about
enterprise applications.I think it fits somewhere between the original 'Design Patterns' book, by
Gamma, et al, and a book like 'J2EE Patterns' in terms of its scope. 'Design Patterns' describes
existing patterns that are applicable to any kind of application. 'J2EE Patterns' describes patterns in
terms of one platform (although many of them apply to other platforms as well.) Fowler's book
describes a set of patterns that work with a certain kind of application, business apps, but that are
applicable to more than one platform.It's better than the 'J2EE Patterns' book, which doesn't do a
good job explaining which parts of J2EE to avoid, and which 'patterns' are in fact workarounds for
problems in the platform itself. (For example, the 'Composite Entity' pattern.)I have to strongly
disagree with the first reviewer. Fowler does explain which patterns work best on which platform.
The first section of the book gives a good road map for deciding which set of patterns to use for your
app. He mentions explicitly that .Net pulls you in the direction of Table Module, but that with J2EE
you would be less likely to use that pattern.As far as the patterns being available in frameworks, I
still find it useful to know about the patterns the framework implements. That way you know which
framework to select. We recently went through an O/R mapping tool selection process.

I am a fan of Fowler's and especially his "Refactoring" book, which I also rate as a must read for the
serious programmer.Fowler's new book is an attempt to do for Enterprise Application Architecture
what "Design Patterns" (i.e., GOF) did for OOP.Unfortunately,while it is an excellent book, there are

issues...1)First, Design Patterns is a very dense and scholarly read. It is also, frankly, a difficult
read. However, after you have spent a couple of days trying to digest a pattern from Design
Patterns, you realize, in many cases, you have had an experience with something profound. Even
the GOF authors, in the preface, attempt to console readers by admitting "We didn't understand it all
on the first writing!". Fowler's book, by contrast, is not on the same level, and can be understood on
a first read. Perhaps this is what other reviewers were sensing when they indicated it was for the
novice architect?2) Fowler does NOT address security. How then,does the word "Enterprise" get the
priviledge of adorning the title of his book? Enterprise design should be secure design. But, this will
usually require a trade off --- more secure, less performance...or less secure, more
scaleable...Fowler does not consider this. Example: A chapter is devoted to the "Table Data
GateWay" pattern. The gateway pattern might be OK for J2EE...but it is not the most secure, or the
best for performance,in .Net... The problem is it constructs its SQL statements in line, rather than
using stored procedures. This allows SQL insertion attacks if your coders are sloppy, and also does
not take advantage of the precompiled nature of sprocs.3)There is a J2EE bias.

First off, let's start with some of the basics: This book is a classic. Like the "Gang of Four" book,
"Design Patterns" this book forms something of a foundation of knowledge and lingo that software
developers above a certain level are going to be expected to know and understand. If you're
building a large system with experienced developers, you sure as heck better understand what
things like Service Layer, Repository, Unit Of Work and Active Record are, to name just a few. This
book, like all books about patterns, does more to serve as a foundation for communication, giving a
common language for oft-repeated solutions. You can tell another member of your team "We're
going to need a Domain Model here" and she will know what you are talking about in general, if not
in specific. Or, you can name a class "WidgetPlugin" and people will understand what that class
does (again, in general) without having to look at any code or read any documentation. In terms of
ability to lift people up to this higher level, there are few books which compare.One complaint I do
have (and because this book is from 2002 I don't take stars away) is that it seems to ignore some
modern ideas about Dependency Inversion and testability. In 2015 we'd probably make a lot of
design decisions around the ability to test classes. Testing usually involves injection of abstract
dependencies, so many systems are designed with that in mind. Several of the patterns in this book
explicitly go against this idea. Repository is one, and Active Record is another. In fact, his example
code for Active Record uses a Repository internally as a static global to look up DB connectivity
information.
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